DNHG: Bellobus visit to ENHG Abu Dhabi archaeology lecture on Tuesday 26th June 2018

Archaeologist Dr. Mark Beech will lecture in Abu Dhabi on Tuesday 26th June 2018 at **7.30 pm** on: "Top 10 Palaeontological and Archaeological Discoveries in Abu Dhabi Emirate (1994-2018)". Details are attached.

To take advantage of this opportunity, the DNHG is arranging for interested members to attend by Bellobus. The plan is to meet at **4:45 p.m.** at the usual meeting place in front of Jumeirah English Speaking School near Safa Park in order to arrive at the Park Hyatt Abu Dhabi, Saadiyat Island, at about **7:00 pm** ready for the lecture which will start at **7:30 pm**. Directions to the meeting place will be sent to participants. The lecture should finish at about 9:00 pm and we will then return to Dubai.

Tea, coffee and biscuits are provided before the lecture by ENHG Abu Dhabi. Participants may also bring a snack to eat on the bus. There are food outlets at the Park Hyatt but there is no guarantee that we will arrive early enough to take advantage of them.

The cost of the bus will be **approximately Dh65/- per person.** Final cost will depend on numbers.
Maximum number of people - ?

Those interested should email Valerie Chalmers at valeriechalmers@gmail.com by Thursday morning 21st June 2018 at the latest

Please book only if you are committed to attend, as we will be engaging the Bellobus on the basis of your commitment.